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● References to data, the same way researchers routinely provide a 
bibliographic reference to other scholarly resources

● Data are often shared, but they are not often cited the same way as 
journal articles or other publications. 

● Let’s change that! 

What do we mean when we say cite data? 

HT to Patricia Cruse 



● Access

● Transparency and reproducibility

● Reuse

● Track, measure, and count

● Credit

● Mandates
○ Funders
○ Publishers

Why cite data?

HT to Patricia Cruse 



“With the COVID-19 pandemic 
putting a spotlight on the 

importance of international 
collaboration in scientific research 
and the social impact of research 
becoming more evident, there is 

now renewed urgency for 
funders to come together and 

reconsider how research is 
assessed and evaluated.”

https://web-eur.cvent.com/event/7ca86a3d-6e6f-4d11-98e9-f01fe69fdf46

Slide credit to Catriona Maccallum, Hindawi

https://web-eur.cvent.com/event/7ca86a3d-6e6f-4d11-98e9-f01fe69fdf46/summary?environment=production-eu


The Pillars of Open Science:

Open access to scientific knowledge 
includes

Scientific publications
Open research data
Open source software and source code
Open hardware

Open science infrastructures
Open engagement of societal actors
Open dialogue with other knowledge systems
Open science communication

‘Draft Text of the UNESCO Recommendation on Open Science - UNESCO Digital Library’. Accessed 7 May 2021. 
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000376893?posInSet=7&queryId=64f6c09b-9508-4258-82a1-e195d9d38368.

UNESCO Recommendation 
on Open Science 2021

At the 40th session of 
UNESCO’s General Conference, 
193 Members States tasked the 

Organization with the 
development of an international 
standard-setting instrument on 
Open Science in the form of a 
UNESCO Recommendation on 
Open Science to be adopted by 

Member States in 2021.
https://en.unesco.org/science-sustaina
ble-future/open-science/recommendati

on 

Slide credit to Catriona Maccallum, Hindawi
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Fostering a culture of Open 
Science & aligning incentives for 

Open Science

(c) Promoting the development and implementation of 
evaluation and assessment systems that:

● build on the existing efforts to improve the ways 
in which scientific outputs are evaluated (e.g. 
DORA)

● give value to all relevant research activities 
and scientific outputs including high quality FAIR 
data and metadata; well-documented and reusable 
software, protocols and workflows; and 
machine-readable summaries of findings;

(e) Encourage funders, research institutions, journal 
editorial boards, learned societies and publishers to 
adopt policies that require and reward open access 
to scientific knowledge, including

Scientific publications,
Open research data,
Open software, source code
Open hardware

Sections 21(c) & (e): ‘Draft Text of the UNESCO Recommendation on Open Science - UNESCO Digital Library’. Accessed 7 May 2021. 
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000376893?posInSet=7&queryId=64f6c09b-9508-4258-82a1-e195d9d38368.
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Article-Data linking

Colavizza, Giovanni, Iain Hrynaszkiewicz, Isla Staden, Kirstie Whitaker, and Barbara McGillivray. ‘The Citation Advantage of Linking Publications to Research Data’. 
PLOS ONE 15, no. 4 (22 April 2020): e0230416. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0230416.

Analysis of >531k journal articles published by PLOS and 
BMC

Following mandated publisher policies, data availability 
statements become very common.

In 2018, 93.7% PLOS articles & 88.2% of BMC 
articles had data availability statements.

Data availability statements containing a link to data are 
only a fraction of the total.

In 2017 and 2018, 20.8% of PLOS & 12.2% of BMC 
publications provided DAS containing a link to data in 
a repository.

Articles that include statements that link to data in a 
repository have up to ~25% higher citation impact 

Slide credit to Catriona Maccallum, Hindawi



Data citation for publishers

• Supports scholarship
• Extends research

• Data cited consistently provides
• Transparency
• Context

“eLife is committed to ensuring researchers get credit for all their outputs, and data 
is a major component of this.” -- Melissa Harrison, eLife



Data citation for publishers

eLife 2019;8:e43599 DOI: 10.7554/eLife.43599

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.43599


Data citation for publishers

eLife 2019;8:e43599 DOI: 10.7554/eLife.43599

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.43599


Another example: 

Crossref article 
metadata

article



Another example: 

Crossref article 
metadata





View and downloads



Initiatives to support data citation

Make Data Count

STM Research Data

OASPA endorses Make Data Count

Scholix

https://makedatacount.org/
https://www.stm-researchdata.org/
https://oaspa.org/oaspa-endorses-make-data-count-join-our-webinar-to-find-out-more/
http://www.scholix.org/


Data Policy Next Steps: Adoption and Alignment
● Develop data policies:

○ ask authors for a Data Availability Statement (DAS)
○ specify a policy for data citation and credit
○ link researcher data sharing policies with publisher metadata policy - open access 

& open metadata 

● Harmonize data policies across publishers

○ meet funders and governamental expectations 
○ register - make public / transparent

● Collaborate: all stakeholders in the community to align data policies and standards, including but not limited to:

○ create common data policy templates for publishers and funders, driven by the 
RDA Funders IG, the Policy Standardization IG, and the FAIRsharing WG1 

○ identify key features to describe data repositories, new group being formed2

1. https://www.rd-alliance.org/funder-publisher-research-data-policy-alignment 
2. https://www.rd-alliance.org/plenaries/rda-17th-plenary-meeting-edinburgh-virtual/repository-feature

s-across-initiatives-mapping and 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x49dptySt_LwdLZCxL0__6ElkQYOH_FJa2ZnQiE18ts/edit?
usp=sharing  

Slide adapted from: Scholarly Communication in Times of Crisis: Lessons Learned from the 
COVID-19 Rapid Review Initiative, Centre for Science and Technology Studies (CWTS) 
Webinar June 25, 2021 https://www.cwts.nl/events#tags=2021-06 
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Make Data Count
Make Data Count’s focus is on the widespread adoption of standardized data usage and 
data citation practices, the building blocks for open research data metrics.

Make Data Count’s goals are three-fold:

● Increased adoption of standardized data usage across repositories through enhanced 
processing and reporting services

● Increased implementations of proper data citation practices at publishers by working 
in conjunction with publisher advocacy groups and societies

● Promotion of bibliometrics qualitative and quantitative studies around data usage and 
citation behaviors

Crossref is participating to help support and inform data citation work at publishers in 
conjunction with existing data citation initiatives, so that we can embed data citation into 
standard publication workflows and give researchers credit for sharing their data.



STM Research Data

https://www.stm-researchdata.org/ 

https://www.stm-researchdata.org/


OASPA
As leaders in the evolving open access 
publishing space, OASPA believes that 
developing and supporting best 
practices and broadly achievable 
standards for all aspects of open 
content is essential, including for 
research data. 

Because of this, OASPA endorses 
the Make Data Count initiative, 
and its goals of building for, and 
supporting, the inclusion of 
research data in responsible 
research assessment. 

https://makedatacount.org/


Scholix

● Active working group under the Research Data Alliance
● The goal is to establish a high-level interoperability 

framework for exchanging information about the links 
between scholarly literature and data. 

● Crossref members can participate by sharing article-data links 
by including them in their deposited metadata as references 
and/or relation type

https://scholexplorer.openaire.eu/#/ 

https://rd-alliance.org/
https://scholexplorer.openaire.eu/#/


Conclusion

● Supporting data citation is a priority across the 
community

● It needs to be approached in a standard way so that 
the value can be realized for researchers, journals, 
publishers, repositories and platforms

● There is still work to do! 
● If this is important to you, come with us on the journey 

: )



Keep in touch

Twitter: @CrossrefOrg and @Crossrefsupport

What are we thinking about: crossref.org/blog

Conversations: community.crossref.org/

Get in touch: feedback@crossref.org 

Find out more about data citation at Crossref: 
https://www.crossref.org/community/data-citation/ 

mailto:feedback@crossref.org
https://www.crossref.org/community/data-citation/


Thank you!
Questions? 

feedback@crossref.org
https://crossref.org 

mailto:feedback@crossref.org
https://crossref.org

